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Abstract

Ttus study aims to describe the comparison of the livin_q philosophy of French
a:rd Javanese society through the main character fox (Le Renard) and the main
;haracter of Kancil (mouse deer). The literary works tlat are compared in
'::r-. study are French fables of la Fontaine Le corbeau et Le Renard, L" coq
e: Le Renard, dan Le Bouc et Le Renard with fables by prince Arya
i:.sraninqrat, Serat Kancil Amongpraja, and Serat Kancil Kridharnartana. Data
:.:rer-al were done by means of content analysis, to find the essential
:--:.rnmq of the text behind the equations and differences of fable deer and
- - r., The intersection of the living philosophy of French and Javanese society

"": - igh the fox and mouse deer fi-qures can be demonstrated by the similarity
,:' -::e philosophy to help, the philosophy of life alert, not arrogant and
::--\:,.-ing the other side. The similarity of the philosophy is also seen in the
:-;acter of tlese two animal figures, both of which are described as
---i:::rous and cunning.

Ire rrvspd 53 Life philosophy, fables, comparative literature.

;ltroduction

--r'::i':--e as Part of a cultr.re is detennined by geography and natural resources that
"i,E ri"::-:i:e a society and a value system. Damono (201g, p. 72) finds that oral
"r r' rJ.t :ri.l as fairy tales, often transfers from original to its ierivatives, resuiting in
s;1ff-r-:--,.^-:i rn t\\'o or more literary works. From literary texts in some countries, there,tr"' r"'- :-::-:-a:-ities to each other. Literary works 

"opi"d to various languages often
ininr,m,.--; :-i:j: autlor often gives a particular cultural content in his work, 

-u""I.dirrg 
to

lfuffi:.f 0- -- an-
L :: -:;: .r-planation, a literary work needs to be compared in order to get a clearer

'rflmii^r:-' ,-:::: a:lties and diflferences in different cultures. The comparison is notmerely a
nilr r:r :.:-'--:-'ued rvit} an explanation of the existence of socio-cultr.yal diff'erencls.

Tu'n"o* ,-" i ::,:r.parative literature study with a sociocultural approach is required.
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Comparative Literature emphasizes the comparison of two or more works from at [e.s'
two different countries. According to Dagnino (2012, p. 2) the influence of culrure m

Iiterature is very dense. Cultural diversity often occurs in literature, so it needs to bc

compared to each other to 
-qain 

meaning. In this study will compare two literarv rrorlr
from France and Java. Both equations and differences need to be addressed academicaLlr.

as a variant that has a unique meaning. The task of the reviewer is to find the true meanry
of the text behind similarities and differences.

The French literature that is studied is a fable by "la Fontaine" whose character is a for."
Fox is described by Taine, a French researcher, as an intelli-qent beast and posseslct r
quality of deceptive skill. He has a high spirit and courage. His good speech and expreso
of his expressive face set him to live to depend on other beings, to place hirnself among th
rich, in the palace, and corne to ask for as much mercy as possible. The fonL. of tr,l
Fontaine are in three sets, Le Premier Recuil (1568), which consists of books I-\-I: Lc
Second Recueil (1678-1619) consisting of the book VII-XI, and the book XII (169+,1. Th
$'ritten fables are intended as an allusion and critique of his time. Some of the storie-. $lt
are written are related to the political events that occurred in the 17th and 18th centtlr.rc
in Europe.

Javanese literary works studied are the story of mouse deer entitled Serat KA
Amongpraja, Setat Kancll Salokadharma dan Serat Kancll Krid.hamattana,ln Javanese literaur,
many known stories of the mouse deer entitled Kancil Nyolong Timun, Kancil dan &.s*
Kancil Balapan Karo Kevong, and others. Kancil's figure rellects the thought of Java,

deserves to be a Javanese philosophy of life. The value of peda-{ogy that is worthv of

a cultural-based education base on the Kancil figure is also quite diverse. Therefore.

ligure needs to be traced further, u,hat's behind the story.

The assumption is built on the similarities and differences between the two rvorLr'

literature above, namely culture and literature are indeed close. The culture makes

aware of thernselves (Endraswara, 2016, p. 1). This idea provides an illustration thet

characters in literature often carry a uniqtte cultural message of each re-qion (

Every person's idol on a character must be constructed by cultural inlluer

Consequently, the interesting thing from the two animal fi.gures above, namelV For

mouse deer, both are equally idol in the country. Both represent a dynamic humm

The characterization of these animals reflects the life of the community at the time

work was created. Therefore, it is assumed that this animal figure, fox and motlr€

describe the conclition of the community where the author lives. Thus, to be abh

understand the moral message through these two figures requires the ability to intt

and sumrnarize the entire contents of the story. The tnoral messa-qe of the two t':

shows the existence of a living philosophy of society in the author's country.

Based on the above background that has been described, the researchers vli'hcd

formulate a problem, namely, why in fable stories in France, fox fi-qures aPPear *x

figures, whereas in the Javanese fable such figures are rePresented by deer fi-qures!

tlie formulation of the problem, the researcher has the airn of the research, narnc\.

describe the philosophy tf Uf. of the French and Javanese people through the figures cfl
animals and deer.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Definition oJ Fable
According to the dictionary, fables derived from English fable are stories that dc:

the nature and mind of htrmans who are played by animals. Animal fable (fable) is r
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----:: :: named by pets and wild animals, such as mammais, birds, reptiles, fish, and insects.
J-. :ru,als in this type of story can speak and reason like humans (Danand.laja, 2002, p.

i;bles originally appeared in India, fable authors use animal figures as a substitute for
:-i:'ans' on the basis of the belief that anirnals are brothers and sisters with hurnans. The
: --ose of this fable was to give advice in a subtle (like) manner to King Dabsyalim, the
r"--.; rf India at that time. The king ruled unjustly to his people. So that-the peopl" *uk"
alr'-c€ to the king by tellirrg stories that use animals as their characters, where if tle advice
,: ii-:i(Tr d*ectly to the king, then the people will get a threat from the king.

laus, animal fables s)anbolize animals in each story, where the animals have the
::j-:;r:er of humans, talk, and reason. It is as if the animal lives and has a cr-rlture of
. ,- .:,. .

r-:::ra.1a (2010) explains "a literary workis inseparable from the values contained in it,

' l'1::al Value, a literary work in general carries messages and messages, moral messages
:i:- :< delivered directly or indirectly by an author, and mo.ul -".rug". can be 6roi,
:- - -:- :ire behavior of the characters.

' l'=':hetic Value, aesthetic value is the value of bearrty inherent in the fable, such as': -.e. diction, or style.
' --:-:..ral values, cultural and social values cannot be separated from the literary works':-;'i stones about certain regions. These cultural aspects can be seen from the settingr :.::-,:nq, character, style of society, art or culture.

'l-'-s' the fable entitled Le Coq et Le Renard, Le Corbeau et Le Renard, and Le Renard et Le
i ' '- '=i to be structurally analyzed. By using this analysis, the rneaning is fully obtained
rir : :1:' :e understood as a work of art that has poetic value. A fable is u *hol" unit. Thus,I I :- : enough if the fable elements are discussed separately. Structural analysis is an
'n:rd i--! 'iiat sees that the elements of the fable structure ,r" 

"io."iy related, determining

.,[..:.tt 
t meaning. An element does not have its o*., *"u.,trrg apart from othei

-. - i:r;nJs in the Comparative Literature

' 
t" philosophy of Javanese and French people has sirnilarities and differences in

=nr:,Ui-: Throuqh the deer character in Java u"j th. fox in France, the philosophy of lil.eui "r '-rtaposed' In comparative literary stuclies, the eiement of similaritv is called.l L:r,- fas',, 1996, p.36). It is not very clea., *hether there i, 
", irf;";";":;;;;;;r :h:-:i.en French and Javanese, which obviously both offer a lot of life ideas. Lif,e willr, :( d:::i s.hen it is able to control itself and understand others.'I:r'-e ;-' a general accePtance that the term "comparative literature,, is not so preciseir*r 'r*- :erched in the name of literature, The trend since 196l rnentions that what isi'i'mn:'ift: is historicar events, bringing history of criticism into it and the process of:rrirf':(::-j-':on **ough courparison, similarities or differences, linka_qes of works, worksr-rr ::& :o compared to the-relationship of themes, probrems, g"rrr-ir, styres and others

'd,'iuf": : ' a combination of choices in terms of th"mes, probl"-i, genres, styres, applies*r r- r.-.:- :-.1r., Zeitgeizist, ranking of cultural evolution, ur_rd ,o orr. 
'-

ir':- ;'rmparable literary expert still does not agree on what fields should be
rmr 

" 
^e: i : Generally, observers of comparabre ritera'ture have not determined ther':'iril*': ::c5lem that must b" "o-pu."J. This shows that the field of comparative.i.?'"-.r: -' strll open to change. The field of study that has not yet been established at the
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sarne tirne indicates that comparative literature in our country still needs a new forma: --:,n,

is more synchronous.

- Kasirn (1996, pp. 59-65) has presented several fields of comparative literarr- s:ijr:1.:
which can at least be temporarily referenced. Comparative literature has Ilelds oi.:-,1".
which are basically not rnuch different frorn the fi.ld. of study in national literat,re. -.-.*

obvious difference is that in comparative literature the study involves rnore tha:., :,:r:
national literature and the core of the study is to see "links" that are in accordance \\,:::- --:r
scope of the study, perhaps between literary works and literary works, literary worls .,,,r
-science, religlon,/beliefs, or works of art, ideas with theories, history. o. th"o.,., ,,
literary criticism. The fields of comparative literary studies are very broad. Each rer-:e,, r
may compare any element, which has similarities.

3. Research Method

The source of data in this research are fables of Jean de Ia Fontaine's le Coc c --r
Renard, Le Bouc et Le Renard, Le Renard et Le Corbeaudan Serut Kancil AmongpraJa, Sera: *:,:)
Salokadharma dan Serat Kancil Kridhamartana, The data in this study are Cata related :: ::r
living philosophy ol French and Javanese society through foxes and Kancil, which s ,:nn
the meaninq and relationship through comparative litera.y stuclies.

In relation to literary research, the method used in this study leads to qua)::-::.,:
research rnethods with descriptive-qualitative-analytical content analysis techn:c:e:
Content analysis is a research technique to produce objective, systematic, and qual::;::.a
descriptions of the content revealed in a communication (Barelson via Zuchdi, 1993, Im
research procedure is done by stages: first, the procurement of data by sifting tlrougi ::r
data in accordance with the aspects studied, as well as recordin-q the data; sec:rclc
inference by comparin-{ the rnessage of intersection of the living philosophy of Frencl-- anr

Javanese society through fox and mouse deer ligures with comparative literary studres 'r'rlr,

sociocultural approach to find variations in the similarities and differences of Frenc:- ;mru

Javanese philosophy of life; third, to describe the results of the research to L.e ::.rnr
conclusions; lburth, validity of data obtained through semantic validity and reliab:.:: d
data interrater and intrarater.

Content analysis (meaning) between the tale of mouse deer and fox is contin'je-- Ir
comparison, based on Zetpenek's thought (1998, pp. 13-1a). He argues that con-rp---.:nm

of literary works can be in two ways, namely (1) the comparison of literarl's'c:r'- d
different national languages and (2) the comparison of literary works with d::=:gur
ideologies. This study utilizes the cornparison of tales rnouse deer and lox by com.,L-qf
equations and ideological differences. Comparison of Javanese ideology is represen::: m
the Kancil figure while French people are represented by fox

4. Results and Discussion

Fox is the main character in the lable of la Fontaine entitled Le Coq et Le Rena:--
corbeau et Le Renard, and Le Renard et Le Bouc. This fable is a means that :-i:
human life. This fable is based on the life of the autl,or r,vho wrote this work, in it
century. C)ther animal ligures in the three lables are lilce chickens, crows, and qoat:. l-
fi-qures represent a picture of one's life at the time the work was created.

Le Coq et Le Renard is a poem in which its lines are composed of 12 -.r-,i,
(alexan&ins) and 8 syllables (octosyllabes). Fabel Le coq et Le Renard narrates a r.
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between two animals in dialogue like humans. Thls lable is related to the iraud committed
b'the character Ie renard (fox) against le coq (chicken) in order to eat it.

The first scene in the fable is that the fox wants a friendship. It is characterized by the
use of <<embrasse>> (hug), <frdre> (brother), <<baiser>> (kiss), <amour> (love), urrd obuir",
d'amour fraternelle> (kiss rnark of brotherhood). 1'he words are used fox to persuade the
PreY, to be friends with it, Such persuasion is reinforced by the phrase ofuit"r-"., 1..
leuxddscesoir>>. In words and phrases, it is a fraud and pretentions to be friends.

The second scene is t}e answer of chicken (le coq). From line 15-24 the situation
reYerses. Chicken takes advantage by makin-e tactics, just as the fox does. It is shown in the
iollowin-q lttre <ie voisdeuxldvriers, qui je m'assuresontcourriers, que pour cesujet on envoil. The
phrase means I see two dogs (American foxhound, u dog.,r.i f". hunti.rgl that will send a
message, I'm sure, for the rnessage we're sending. It made the fox fri-qhtened and he left
the chicken. In this fable, the character of the chicken cannot be lost because the chicken is
a srrnbol ofthe French state. Chicken is a s)nnbol ofcourage. "lhanks to the courage ofthe
cock, by cheating the fox, he can escape the fox,s t}reat,

The didactic moral value of this fable affirms that the strength of one's self-sustaining
position can escaPe a threat. La Fontaine asserted a double pleasure in this fable o?
deceiving an impostor. The story originally went with the dominance of the role of fox.
However, in the end, tle role of the characters in this fable is the opposite. passive
characters become active, and the active role becomes passive. Two scenes of fraud of thrs
table show that one's strength is not always visible from the outward appearance alone.
Tlus fable asserts that the mental power of who can withstand a ruse by the strength of his
character, his steadfastness, his calmness, and his ingenuity, can reverse the situation.

In the fable of Le Corbeauet Le Renard, from the beginning of the line, the animal
ti,eures in this fable have been described as if they *"." hri*u.r. 

.-thi, 
l, evidenced by the

use of the word "A4aitre" to the crow figure which means master. In this story, the iox ls
told to be interested in the cheese o*.r"d by a crow that is perched on a tall branch of a
tree' He intends to take it. To 

-qet what the fox wants to io a fraud tactic to ensnare a
cro\\'.

The Fox also commits fraud by praising the crow, < Vous6tes Ie phoenix des h6tes de
ces bois > (you are like a phoenix in this fo;est). Instead of likening a crow like a phoenix,
the fox also states that the crow's voice is beautiful u sa.r. *.rrio, the votrera.rrug", S"
rapporte ) votre plumage 

]r. 
ft. complirnents make the crow happy and eventually ni alt.

rn a.fo1 trap' He opened his beak to sing to prove the beauty oihir roi"" to the crorn,. It
made the crow's cheese fall and the fox ,r,..rug"d to pick lt up.

The moral value of this fable is founcl in lines 14 and 15 which states that a flatter lives
t-hanks to the person who listens to his praise <Apprenezque tout flatteur, vit aux d6pensde celui qui l'6coute>>. The crow in this fable represents a high-rankin-q person <<Monsieurdu Corbeau> in tle rTth 

""lloy called <les p"rroror.shauteSlac6es>. while the lbx wholikes to praise that he can still exist repr.rents a picture of "le courtisan,, that is the personrvho likes to praise and flatte* p."ro, who is lrigr,. reopt" who hau. high positions (e.g.k*gs) are usually like listeningto various praises is the picture of a crow perched on a talltree branch, who likes to hear the boast oia fox. The fox-like act of deceiving other
anirnals is also seen in Le Renardet Le Bouc's fables. This fable tells the story of a fox beast
that deceives a goat to get it out of a well. The foxish hoaxes have begun to appear in these;onj stanza of the poem <.son amibouc des plus haut encorn6 ,, gouf wrrich is considered
a fox friend having a hrgfl horn' The phrase in the Antiphru.. ,tyi. of lu.rguug" states that* hat is said is merely gibberish. In the phrase actually tucked the meaning of mockery. Inaddition to the word horn in poetry rs a symbol of rres and dissonance.
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salne time indicates that comparative literature in our colrntry still needs a new lbrmat *..:.:
is rnore synchronous.

Kasim (1995, pp. 59-65) has presented several fields of comparative literary studr-i
which can at least be temporarily referenced. Comparative literature has fields of sr;j.
which are basically not much different flrom the flelds of study in national literature. 'l-:-t
obvious difference is that in comparative literature th".t dy involves rnore than c:.:
national literature and the core of the study is to see "links" that are in accordance rvith ..-,.

scope of the study, perhaps between literary works and literary works, Iiterary works .o'.::
science, rehgion,/behefs, or works of art, ideas wit} theories, history. or theories :,

literary criticism. The lields of comparative literary studies are very broad. Each revieu-e:
may compare any element, which has similarities.

3. Research Method

The source ofdata in this research are fables ofJean de la Fontaine's Le Coqc -t
Renard, Le Bouc et Le Aenard, Le Renard et Le Corbeaudan Serat Kancil AnongpraJa, Serat Kc::-.
Salokadharma dan Serat Kancil Kridhamafiana, The data in this study are Cata related to :--:1,:

living philosophy ol French and Javanese society through foxes and Kancil, which so'-:;'
the meaninq and relationshlp through comparative literary studies.

In relation to literary research, the method used in this study leads to qualita:.:
research rnethods with descriptive-qualitative-analytical content analysis techniq':er
Content analysis is a research technique to produce objective, systematic, and qualita':'.r
descriptions of the content revealed in a communication (Barelson via Zuchdi, 1993). l1,r
research procedure is done by stages: first, the procurement of data by sifting throuqh =r
data in accordance with the aspects studied, as well as recordin-q the data; secc:r:
inference by comparin-{ the message of intersection of the living philosophy of French ::,r
Javanese society through fox and mouse deer fi-qures with comparative literary r1qd16s t:.:
sociocultural approach to find variations in the similarities and differences of Frenc]: ;:,:
Javanese philosophy of life; third, to describe the results of the research to be r.":,*
conclusions; lburth, validity of data obtained through semantic validity and reliabiL:1 :r.

data interrater and intrarater.
Content analysis lmeaning) between the tale of mouse deer and fox is continuei :'

comparison, based on Zetpenek's thought (1998, pp. 13-1a). He argues that conpar:r:,::r
of literary works can be in two ways, namely (1) the comparison of literary \\'or^j l
different national languages and (2) the comparison of literary works with dilte:r:n
ideologies. This study utilizes the cornparison of tales rnouse deer and ibx by compa.-:l[
equations and ideological differences. Comparison of Javanese ideology is representei :,"

the Kancil figure while French people are represented by fox

4. Results and Discussion

Fox is the main character in the f'able of la Fontaine entitled Le Coq et Le Renari 'r
Corbeau et Le Renard, and Le Renard et Le Bouc. This fable is a means that re:--t:*
human life. This lable is based on the life of the autl,or who wrote this work, in the .-rr
century. C)ther animal ligures in the three iables are like chickens, crows, and goats. i*:,.r"r
figures represent a picture of one's life at the time the work was created.

Le Coq et Le Renard is a poem in which its lines are composed of 12 svl.a:,,c1

(alexandrins) and 8 syllables (octosyllabes). Fabel Le Coq et Le Renard narrates a mee:r{
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between two animals in dialogue like humans. This fable is related to the lraud committecl
b.. the character le renard (fox) against Ie coq (chicken) in order to eat it.

The first scene in the fable is that the fox wants a friendship. It is characterized by the
r.rse of <<embrasse>> (hug), <frare> (brother), <<baiser>> (krss), <amour>> (love), and <baiser
d'artour fraternelle> (kiss mark of brotherhood). the words are used fox to persuade the
PreY, to be friends with it. Such persuasion is reinforced by the phrase <<faites-en les
teuxddscesoir>>. In words and phrases, it is a fraud and pretentions to be friends.

The second scene is the answer of chicken (le coq). From line 15-24 the situation
reverses. Chicken takes advantage by rnaking tactics, just as the fox does. It is shown in the
iollowrng ltne tie voisdeuxldvriers, qui je m'assuresontcourriers, que pour cesujet on envoits. The
phrase means I see two dogs (American foxhorurd, a dog used for hunting) that will send a
nlessaqe, I'm sure, for the tnessage we're sending. It made the fox fri-qkened and he left
'.he chicken. In this fable, the character of the chicken cannot be lost because the chicken is
a srrnbol of the French state. Chicken is a s)mbol of courage. Thanks to the courage of the
cock, by cheating the fox, he can escape the fox,s threat.

The didactic moral value of this fable affirms that the strength of one's self-sustaining
oosition can escaPe a threat. La Fontaine asserted a double pleasure in this fable o?
deceiving an impostor. The story originally went with the dominance of the role of fox.
Horvever, in the end, the role of the characters in this fable is t}e opposite. passive
characters become active, and the active role becomes passive. Two scenes of fraud of this
table show that one's strength is not always visible frorn the outward appearance alone.
TLus fable asserts that the mental power of who can withstand a ruse by the strength of his
character, his steadfastness, his calmness, and his ingenuity, can reverse the situation.

Le the fable of Le Corbeauet Le Renard, from the beginning of the line, the animal
li,qures in this fable have been described as if they *.." h.*u.r."thi, i, evidenced by the
use of the word "A4aitre" to the crow figure which rneans rnaster. In this story, the fox is
told to be interested in the cheese owned by a crow that is perched on a tall branch of a
tree' He intends to take it. To get what the fox wants to io a fraud tactic to ensnare a
cTo\\'.

The Fox also commits lraud by praising the crow, < Vous6tes le phoelix des h6tes de
ces bois > (you are like a phoenix in this fo;est). Instead of likenin-q a crow like a phoenix,
the fox also states that the crow's voice is beautiful n su.. *..ir, the votrera*rg., s.
raPPorte i votre plumage >. The complirnents make the crow happy and eventualty t-e foUs
rn a.fo1 trap' He opened his beak to sing to prove tle beauty oihir rol"" to the cror,l.. It
made the crow's cheese fall and the fox *arrug"d to pick it up.

The ffroral value of this fable is found in lines 14 and 1 s which states thar a flatter lives
thanks to the person who listens to his praise <Apprenezque tout flatteur, vit aux d6pens
de celui qui l'6coute>, The crow in this t-able represents a high-ranking person <<Monsieur
du Corbeau> in the 17th century cared <les p".ro*r"rhur.te[rlac6es>. whi]e the fox wholikes to praise that he can still exist represents a picture of "le courtisan,, that is tle person*-ho likes to praise and flatter . p.rro. who is high. Reopre *no rruu. high positions (e.g.
ki:rgs) are usually like listeningto various praises as the picture of a crow perched on a talltree branch, who likes to hear the boast of'a fox. The fox-like act of deceiving other
anirnals is also seen in Le Renardet Le Bouc's fables. This fable tells the story of a fox beast
that deceives a .qoat to get it out of a well. The foxish hoaxes hnu. b"grn to appear in the
second stanza of the Poem (.son amibouc des plus haut encorn6 > goat,'which is considered
a fox friend having a higher horn. Tire phrase in the A.tiphrur" ,t1i. of ]u.rgrrrg" states that
s hat is said is merely gibberish. In the phrase actually tucked the meaning of mockery. In
addition to the word horn in poetry rs a symbol of Les and dissonance.
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Based on the analysts of the three fables of the La Fontaine fable above, Le Corbeauet
Le Renard, Le coq et Le Renard, and Le Renard et Le Bouc, it can be seen that the
character of the lbx is the main character in the story and other figures, and t}e success
rate of the fox. The following table shows the characters of the three fables.

/Badness Le Corbeau et Le
Renard

et le Bouc Le Coq et Le Renard

Table 1. Le Renail character.

la ruse

(cunning)

la gourmandize
(greed;

l'avarice (stinginess /
don't want to lose)

l'ing6niosit6
(ingenuity)

I 'hvpocrisie

(hypocrisy)

la r6flexion
(criticality)

Deceiving the crow by
flattering him to get his

cheese

The desire to get crow's
cheese

Giving lalse promises to
the qoat that he would
help him after he could
get oLlt

Asking the goat to be a

ladder so he can come
out, and not suggest thar
he be a ladder
Deceive the goat by
stating that he is kind and
likes to help others

Try to cheat by

persuading chickens to
be friends so he can eat

them

Planning to invite
friends by relining his

tone so that the chicken

is persuaded by his

seduction
His desire to be friends
is only a pretense

Pretending to be

lriends so he can easilr'

prey on his prey

Give compliments to
deceive crows

Give praise to crows by The promises he made
stating that he is the most were not kept up with
charmins bird in the lbrest 

:ffiTj;*"nt 
of goats

Can analyze the situation so Focusing the attention of
that he is able to launch the goat for what is said
deception appropriately and not giving the

slightest gap so that those
who are cheated do not
have time to realize the

deception

l'orgueil (feeling too Feeling great and proud Suaqests to goats using

proudof himserf; :.::::"[ffi-l*il.- ;1:.:::.[,1fi::ffi:,
that the trick is a learning superiority of itself

for crows (imposing will)
la cruaut6 (crirne) Taking what is not his right Leaving the goat that

(crow cheese). helped hirn even without

:"::rH:*iinnocentto ilffiliTi,,"",.n"
goat after being able to
get out

Table 2. The character of Le Corbeau, Le BoucdatLe Coq.
Goodness/Badness Le Corbeau Le Bouc Le Coq
la sottise (ignorance) Enter the fox trap so he Directly follow the fox,s

opens his beak to sing advice without thinking
about it first and praise
the fox

Proving lox praise for her

charm by singing

la vanit6 (vanity)

l'avidit6 (greed)

Laughing when he

managed to cheat the

fol
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la cr6dulit6 (tendency Believe in praise fox, thus
making it fall into the trap

Believe in the promise
that is given to change
and the words that are
rnade by the fbx
Providing assistance by
nraking him a ladder.
Give help to the fox
without suspicion, and
thank him

to be easy to
trustothers)

l'amabilit6 (kindness)

l'obligeance

(sincerity to help)

la ruse (cunning)

Ia sagesse (wisdorn)

Deceiving the fox by
saying that there are

dogs (American
foxhound) used for
hunting will be asked for
help to help them
deliver messages to
other chickens.

Be careful what you say

and think about the
consequences of those
words

Table 3. The success rate ofthe fox character
Le Corbeau et Le Renard Le Aenord et Le Bour et Le Renard

Juccess rate

Successful

\ot Successful

4. I The $rmbot of Fox
The fox is raade as a legendary figure, as a symbol of cunning caused by its characterrvhich signifies the act of mocking Jnd opportunism, sometimJs, the story of the foxcharacter created is related to whaihapp..r"d in the real world, related to actions taken byhumans' Fox's in-qenuity is in his e;aordinary capacity t" ,"i. advantage of everyopportunity to make a syrnbol chan-qe from someone who is clever. However,-in the storyof Le coq et Ie Renard, the Fox fr]l"d i., carrying out his rnission. This indicates that assmart as the people do currning, in the end, th" pJ.ro., can be deceived, too, like the foxfigure wfo managed to^be tricked by a chickerrflgure. Thanks to the moral values thatexist in the story of the fox, the story is spread throighout the world.
The fox symt'ol is broad . ."op. rri generally innects the animal to acts of boasting,deception' mockery, and cunnin-q. a n.,i,b"" oi p"opl" p"y ;;;i a*ention to moral

'alues for the cunning po.r.rr"j by chan_qe and 
-arficulaie 

it in different ways in themythology of each story.
This fraud initiative comes from the fox's character. It is known belbre, that the fox isalways the subject of the story. In other words the fox is arways 

" 
ir;. who wants to getthe object he wants. It is be;ause the fox has a higher po'd;;*."-'ln" goat. The higherfox position has emerged since the begrnning of the line of the poem (Capitainerenardallait de compagnie >>.

The moral lesson is perfectly sr-ilmarized in line 3 I of 'touted ililfaur considerer la fin,, allthrngs done should be considered and considered the end or result of the action to beperformed. This fabre gives warnings about immaturiry, lack of sharpness of thought, andinrdvertence' This fabL gives criticism to the lower 
"iur.", of F.".,ih society in the 17thcentury who was easily tricked by people of higher rank.

The philosophical value of the trick is noionly in France but also spread everywhere,one of t-hem inJavanese culture. InJava, there are alsofables that criticize the existence of

8l
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trickery that occurs in the community. This criticism is shown through the story in the
fable through the Kancil fi-qure in ih" ,tory of Serat Kancir among praja, serat Kancil
Salokadhatma dan Serat Kancil kidhanaftano.. These three works contain Javanesephilosophical teachin-qs similar to those of the French fables discussed above. Javaneseidolize the mouse deer as a clever intellectual. Kancil including animals that have
extraordinary intelligence so can conquer other animals, it is like tfrJfo* that became the
idol in France. This mouse deer fable becomes the teachin-q of Javanese philosophy. The
mouse deer fable indicates the existence of ridicule by the iee. to other animais that are
considered weak.

The philosophy of helpin-q each other is reflected in the I'able of the mouse deer. In
Setat-Kanal Amongpruja in stanza 6 we found a teaching or a discourse about life that is 1)
subtle (alus), meaning good and (2) right (straight).lhe doctrrne of life so that people

lehave smooth, polite, gentle and clear acts clearly builds peace. The pt rur"
"babadKancilkangkinaryamisil, lwirnyamisilyaikuupama, tepalupiabadane. . .,, , shows the
philosophy of life of Javanese people who are cornparable-with people who are under
mentorship People learn when they really understand the teachings, it is inserted in the
heart, imprinted into the vision becorne a beacon of life.

ln Serat Kancil Amongpraja pupuhdhandhanggula in verse 9-12 there is a teaching of the
Javanese philosophy of life: (1) deduga, meaning life is full of consideratlon lverse 9;, 12;
life must be jatmika, calm, not stirring (verse 9), (3) (4) life must be aware of ugly actions
(duration) (verse 1l). In verse 30 lines 9-10 shows the Javanese philosophyihat if life
should be mutually (a) help-help, mutually alleviates thoughts of obli-qation. The debt of
suffering of others, (2) the cornpassion must be shown to others who suffer (3) life should
mutually help sincerely.

The three works of literature (Serat Kancil) always featured the mouse deer as the
main character. The story illustrates that life is a process, so there is always purwa, madsta,

and. wasana in the Javanese worldview. This type of story illustrates the mindset of the

Javanesepeopleinunderstandingthelifeof sanglanparanlngmanungsa(Ciptoprawiro, 1985,

P. 22) . In the proces s of sangkanparan, it turns out the author wants to sow the philosophv
of life that ls relentless. Kancil becomes a smart fi.gure, always able to solve the problem of
life.

In Kancil and Keyong tales there are Javanese philosophical teachings about life that
must (1) submit to self, to restore, (2) not to be offensive to ot}ers. Life really shouldnot
be mutual mocking. The mouse fable contains a Javanese philosophy of livin-e philosophs.
which has a philosophical concept: (1) impersonation, (2) nrreni (finding characteristicsr"
and (3) ngarcsakake (senses) its rneaning. Through the philosophy of life of the deer, tle
Javanese want to instill the value of manners,

Javanese philosophical teachings introduce the existence of two rules that becomc
benclunarks to determine one's goodness and social patterns of society that is with thc
principle of reipect and principle of harmony. The principle of honor is applied in dee&
and languages used daily (upload-upload) while the principle of harrnony is related to tlc
principle of respect applied to the act of creating a calm and peaceful atmosphere. BotI of
these principles appear in the story of Kancil and Snail which can be seen in verses 31-35.

Irr the Serat Kancil AmongpraTa, Kancil depicted as a fi-qure who is knowledgeable"

Javanese philosophy of life that is represented in this story, always illustrated that thrr
character is very clever because of mastering various sciences. From the content of tlc
mouse deer's fables, it can be concluded that the deer represents the ideal type ofJavane*
or Malayo-Indonesian as a symbol of subdued ingenuity in the face of difficulty, always ablc
to quickly solve complicated problems without fuss, and without much emotion.
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The cleverness of this mouse deer is also seen on Serut Salokadarma, on the story of the
cuculnber stole the cucumber belongin-q to Mr. Farrner and destroys his _qarden, then to
get away from the punishrnent of Mr. Farmer, Kancil using tricks and replace his
punishment position with The Dog. The cleverness of this mouse deer that makes it still
exists.

In the Serat Kancil Salokadarmo dan Serut Kancil Amongprala, the mouse deer is pictured
as an arrogant figure. The mouse deer insulted the snail because he felt himself faster and
smarter, while the snail is a slow and lazy animal. Such a story explains the evil deer.

The contents of these lables as a whole emphasize the ingenuity of the mouse deer to
make itself still exist. His in-qenuity is reflected in the attitudes he shows while deceiving
and trying to deceive other animals in order to benefit himself.

From the explanations that have been rnentioned, it can be said that there are
similarities between the philosophy of life, the French and Java players through the fox and
deer. Through the deer in Java and the fox in France the philosophy of life can be
juxtaposed. In a cornparative literature study, the element of sirnilarity is called affinity
(Kasim, 1'996, p. l$). Serat Kancil Antongpraja, Serat Kancil Salokadharma dan Serat Kancil
Kridhamafiana if being corrpared with the fable of Le Coq et Le Renard always indicates a

meeting between two animals. The meeting is a symbol of a human encounter that
presents communication as a sign of life.

From the rneeting of the two animals found on Serut Kancil Amongpraja, Serut Kancil
Salokadharma dan Serat Kancil Kridhamartana and Ie Coq et Le Renard can be found the
existence of the philosophy of life. The encounters in the two works, the fable mouse and
the fable both gave birth to (1) lif'e deals and (2) the deception of life. 'I'his French and
Javanese fable shows afflnity. Corstius (1968, p. 22) asserts that affinities can occur in
classical and contemporary literary works of both poefy and prose genres. The meeting
that happened in buffalo story with tiger, buffalo with frenrfius, ,ro,ri" dee., moure deei
with a fartner, mouse deer with elephant, and the story is not much different from the
story ofchicken and fox from France.

Affinity is also found in the emergence of sympathetic efforts. The syr-rpathetic feeling
that becomes the motif in the mouse deer fable appears on Serat Kancil in b.rffuto ur-r.l tig"-.
ii,qures. In terms of Stallknecht and Frenz (1990, p. 13) the motive of a story o, fairy ial.
can undergo cultural evolution. 'l-he rnotive is also often lifted from the zeitgeist (spirit of
t}e tirnes), This, in the rnouse fable occurs in scenes when the ti-qer feels sl,rnpathetic to
the buffaloes exposed to the famine epidemic. Apparently, sinnlathizers herp with the
?_u.r,!, he wanted to prey buffalo. This is similar io f"" ;y*;uthizers to a chicken in a
French fable. Fox tries to offer liiendship to the chicken *itiu more specific one that
)revs on the chicken.

If so, it can be stated that humans often have hidden desires. The irnage of a man in
general, depicted through the fables of Java and France is always alive in the form of
)retense, his actions full of covers, but have a great desire behind it. In the Javanese--ontext, this context is called rtgemupamrih, meaning that all-round life wants. lhe
::i,losophy of life tlat can be derived from the story of the mouse cleer and ibx, namely
'-:rat humans need to be vigilant in social interaction.

In addition to full of pretense and pamrih, fable deer and fox also illustrates hurnan life
::]1 of deceit. Life is a dexterous fox and fox, showing the ingenuity of the two fi-qures of'ie beast. Famed fox rs_l_<n1w1 for his ingenuity, his iurrningl- *d hi, passion for stealingj:e villa-qers' chickens. with his ingenuity, he tried to deceiie the crows so that he could
a'l tie crow's cheese' Fox fooled the crow by throwing hymns to him that made t1e crow
::ll and fall in the fox trap.
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In the lable of the Kancil such a story is lbund in the story of 'Si Kancil Nyolong
Tirrtun' (The Kancil Steals Cucumbers). The mouse deer stole 

"rr".,rnb"., 
and then 

"u"ghiby Mr Fartner. By Mr. Farmer, he was put in a cage. When he was locked up he trieito
deceive the dog of Mr. Farmer by flattering him to L" f."". Javanese life philosophy shown
in this Kancil story has similarities with the French life phllosophy in the story oi the fox is
the llattery. This kind of comparison if oriented tolhe idea of Hosillos (2001, p. 9)
reminds that literary studies always relate context and perspective. Context of flattering
effort is done by someone when they want to get something. From the psychological
perspective of literature, when a person is praised, both Javanese and French wilf fall
asleep. The French and Javanese I'ables show the philosophy of life to live always on guard,
do not be easily tempted by beauty and promises, and life must always stand firm Jn the
standpoint.

, Furthermore, it aPpears that French and Javanese fables want to portray an arro.qant
character' 'l'his is reflected in scenes offox deceits and taunts goats indicating the pr"r"rr""
of pride due to the fox's hlgher position. In the mouse deer thble, vanity is shown in the
mouse deer mocking scene because the snail is a slow animal.

From the comparison of both fables it can show that aesthetic weight in comparative
literature should not be the main thing but can be liorn the historical and cultural side
(Mardiyant, 2004: KR 29 August). Culture of a nation will refer to aspects of the
philosophy of life. Frorn the French fable, it seems philosophy that immaturity, Iack of
sharpness in thinking, easy to trust is the lack of the deceived and ihe fbol. While in the

Javanese fable when the Kancil is mired in a hole because of his inadvertence, he deceives
the elephant to get out of the well. In both these French and Javanese fables the
errrphasized mode is the indescribable indifference Lo goats and deer characters. The two
Ihbles explain a livin-q philosophy that a person who is not careful will have bad

consequences.

5. Conclusion

Comparative analysis of Frerrch and Javanese fables through fox and mouse deer

fi-qures shows the variation and similarity of French and Javanese life philosophy. The

equation of life philosophy is shown through the figures of fox and mouse deer who are

both clever and cunning. The culture of society is deceiving, tricking others into the focus

of attention in fable deer and fox. Fable deer and the fox is as if it has mana-qed to lift the

spirit of the tirnes when people communicate with each other, there is an arnbition to
master each other.

Thus, it can be put forward some conclusions liom the results of the French fable

comparison represented by fox figures and Java fable represented by m.ouse <ieer. First,
everyone should help each other, unconditionally. If the assistance is not sincere, it will
Iead to actions that harm the other party so that the action is only pseudo (ostensible).

Second, life needs to be vigilant, especially facing the deceit of others. Life needs to be

carefully guided, not hasty, not easily tempted on pretense and deceit. Third, lil'e should
not be arro-qant and mock the other side. Ridicule and arrogance are sometimes defeated
by ingenuity.
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